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Overview of Stockholm’s residential district of 
Kista, with the Husby district on the far right and, 
on the left, Tensta and Rinkeby neighbourhoods



In Sweden, Rinkeby is a symbol. In this district located at the north of Stockholm the 
95% of people come from abroad. It’s a kaleidoscope of 60 ethnic groups and 40 different 
languages: there are people from Somalia, Iraq, Syria but even from Lebanon, Ethiopia, 
Turkey, Bosnia, Romania, Bengal, Peru.

In Sweden, places like Rinkeby are scaring: locals avoid them, the news picture them as 
dangerous. Rinkeby, Tensta, Husby, Akulla are real ghettos, born in the Sixties of last 
century to host Swedish workers and then house to political refugees. Here unemployment 
shows an high percentage and petty crimes are huge, still Rinkeby is a golden, Ikea style 
ghetto: there are public libraries, green gardens with playgrounds for kids, clean roads, 
good schools and public transports. It’s an area where the word multicultural means 
exchange, creativity, new energies expressing themselves through art and music. Rinkeby is 
an interesting cohabitation lab, a “world village” mirroring a new country.

Sweden never really faced integration matters and now – with almost 2 millions strangers out 
of 10 millions of residents – discover itself vaguely intolerant. The Swedish extrem right 
party, called ‘Sverigedemokraterna’ reached the 15% at the last election, making Sweden a 
country where a stranger start to be seen as a danger and no more as a resource.



Tensta (Sweden), a Pentecostal Church 
Sunday service held in the city hall



Rinkeby (Sweden), Akram Hassam, 15 yo, from Eritrea, 
grief over a missed goal during a football match



Skogås (Sweden), the Devotion performs in a 
community centre of the district. The girls 
in the band are all from abroad: they’re 
from Gambia, Uganda, Poland and Syria



Rinkeby (Sweden), a woman from 
Somalia walks on a snowy street



Rinkeby (Sweden), the Turkish imam Vaysel Kilik prepares 
his sermon for Friday’s prayer at the local mosque



Rinkeby (Sweden), these two youngsters from 
Somalia, in Sweden from few months, are 

temporarily hosted by a fellow countryman



Rinkeby (Sweden), kids from different ethnic 
groups playing and building a snowman together



Tensta (Sweden), members of a gospel choir 
relax before their show in a church



Rinkeby (Sweden), buildings in North Stockholm



Rinkeby (Sweden), Samir Ahmed, 33 yo, from 
Eritrea, a social assistant working with the 
young people of the district, pray in his office



Stockholm (Sweden), Pakistani immigrants 
demonstrate against the massacre of
kids made by Talibans in Peshawar



Rinkeby (Sweden), a room of the Kista 
Folkhögskola institute, where Anne Pilgrim is 
teaching Swedish language to some students



Kista (Sweden), a woman jogging on a treadmill in a gym



Tensta (Sweden), Shukrat, from Kazakhstan, while training 
with a Swedish friend in the boxe gym of the Blue House, 
a centre dedicated to the youngsters of the district



Tensta (Sweden), Benjamin Tagoe (left) 
rehearsing some hip hop steps with two friends 
in the dance hall of the Blue House, a centre 
dedicated to the youngsters of the district



Kista (Sweden), a woman going towards a mall. 
Many families living in Tensta and Rinkeby 
areas comes to Kista for their shopping



Rinkeby (Sweden), young women attending 
a concert during a party at Rinkebyskolan 
before Christmas holidays



Rinkeby (Sweden), Zeynep Unlu, 27 yo, training with Akropol, the 
female basket team of Rinkeby. This is the only female basket 
team born in a so-called “ghetto”. In the team there are athletes 
from Turkey, Syria, Maroc, Serbia, U.S.A., Iraq and Sweden



Rinkeby (Sweden), a man walking under the pillars of 
the ringroad connecting Rinkeby and Tensta districts



Tensta (Sweden), men praying during the 
Sunday Mass at the siro-ortodox church



Rinkeby (Sweden), Aljbouri Najem serves 
a Somali client in his barber shop
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